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is 
The characteristic polynomial of the adjacency matrix of the subdivision graph of a graph G 
related to the characteristic polynomials of the adjacency matrices of g and its line graph. 
The characteristic polynomial of the adjacency matrix of a graph is noted in 
connection with a quantity characterizing the topological nature of structural 
isomers saturated hydrocarbons [S], a set of numbers that are the same for all 
graphs isomorphic to the graph, and others [l]. 
Many properties of the characteristic polynomials of the adjacency matrices of a 
graph and its line graph [3] have so far been investigated by some researchers (see 
[ll, PI and PI)= 
In this note, the characteristic polynomial of the adjacency matrix of the 
subdivision graph [3] of a graph G is related to the characteristic polynomials of 
the adjacency matrices of G and its line graph. 
Let G be a graph with neither self-loops nor parallel edges, and let n and m be 
the numbers of vertices and edges of G, respectively. Let D be the incidence 
matrix whose ith row and jth column element Dij (i = 1,2, . . . , n ; i = 1,2, . . . , m) 
is 1 if the corresponding edge i is incident at the corresponding vertex i in G and 
0 otherwise, and let D’ be the transpose of D. Moreover, let V be the diagonal 
matrix of order n whose ith diagonal element Vii is the number of all edges 
incident at the corresponding vertex i of G, and let 
A=DD’Jii (1) 
Then the matrix A is called the adjacency matrix of G. Next, let 
L =IYD-21,, 
S 
(2) 
(3) 
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where 0, and 0, are the zero matrices of order n and m, respectively, and J,, is 
the unit matrix of order m. Then, the graph whose adjacency matrix is L is called 
the line graph of G and is denoted by Ll(G), and the graph whose adjacency 
matrix is S is called the subdivision graph of G and is denoted by S(G) 631. 
In general, let Xk be any square matrix of order k and let Ik be the unit matrix 
of order k, then the characteristic polynomial of Xk is defined as 
fx, (x) = det[x& - XJ (4) 
where det[ ] is used to denote the determinant of a square matrix. 
Lemma 1. The characteristic polynomial of S is expressed as 
fs(x) ‘JI1: x m-nfDD~(x2) (3 
=x “-“fD&x2). (6) 
hf. Since f&) is 
fsb) = det[xl,,, - S] 
and consequently is written as 
we can argue as follows: 
fs(x) = detl[xIJdeaxI, - D(xlJW] 
= xmdet[xI,, -x-WY] 
=x m--n det[x21,, -DO’] 
=x m-nf:>&X2), 
f&x) = cie~xIJdet[xl, - D’(xJJ’D] 
= x” det[xIm - x-‘D’D] 
= X”-m det[x21m - DD] 
=z x “-““fot*(x2). 
Applying this lemma, we have the following two theorems: 
llworem 1. Between fs(x) and f=(x), there holds 
fs(x) = x1-"ft(x2 - 2). 
Proof, Using ((2) and (6a), we can argue as follows: 
fs(x) = .x”-~ 
=X n-m det[(x’ - 2)1, - L:i 
=X n-m e f( x2-2). 
(5 1 a 
(6 ) a 
(7) 
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Theorem 2. If G e’s a regular graph of degree p [3], then 
fs(x) = x m-nf~(x2 - p). (8) 
prod. If g is a regular graph of degree p, then 
v = p& 
Accordingly, using (l), (5a) and (9), we can argue as follows: 
fs(x) = Xm-n det[x*I, - DD’] 
(9) 
=x m-n det[x*&, - A - PI,,] 
=x m--n det[(x* - p)& - A] 
= xm-nfA(x2-p). 
Taking into account these two Theorems 1 and 2, we can give a proof of the 
Sachs theorem seen in p 18 of [l]. 
Theorem 3 [l]. If G is a regular graph of degree p, then 
f&)=(x+2)“--“fA(x+2-p). 
Proof. From (7) and (8), we have 
fs(x) = P-m f( L x2- 2) = xm-nfA(x2 - p). 
Therefore, we get 
f=(x2-2) =x *(m-n)fA(x* - p)_ 
Now, let x2-2 = y, then 
fL(Y) = (Y +2)m-nfA(Y +2-P). 
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